Abstract. An infinite tree-generating "^-algorithm" is defined, which if executed would enumerate all odd perfect numbers (opn's). A truncated execution shows that any opn has either some component/?" > 1018, with a even, or no divisor < 7; hence any opn must be > 10«.
1. Introduction. It is unknown whether any odd perfect numbers (opn's) exist. For a history, see McCarthy [2] . Kanold [3] gave a lower bound of 1020 for possible opn's. Muskat [5] showed that every opn must have a divisor p" > 1012.
The present paper is a condensed and clarified version of [6] , which was announced in [7] , and submitted to this journal in 1968. The completion of the requested revision has been delayed until now.
The chief results are: (I) A "^-algorithm" is given, which defines a countably infinite tree, on which, if enumerated, every opn (if any) would be recognized at some node.
(II) A finite truncation of the tree was computed, which shows that (1) every opn must satisfy the known restrictions defined at some one of the truncation-nodes implied by this tree; (2) every opn must have either (a) some component p" > u = 1018, with a even, or (b) no prime divisor < 7; (3) hence any opn must be > u2 = 1036.
This "1036-tree", occupying 9 pages, has been deposited in the UMT file [8] (and occurs in an earlier arrangement in [6] ). To convey the spirit of that tree and of the algorithm, an analogous "1016-tree" (based on u = 108), occupying 2 pages, is included in this paper. Statements about the 1036-tree will typically hold equally well for the 10ia-tree.
The bound of 1036 has been superseded in a recent paper by Hagis [9] . Nevertheless, there are enough different approaches in the two papers to warrant the present publication. For omitted proofs and details, see [6] .
2. Notation. Let N, P, Í2 be the sets of all positive integers (n, m, h, d, etc.), primes (p or q), and opn's, respectively. Let a(p, n) ^ 0 be the multiplicity of p in n, and let h(p, n) = a(p, n) + 1 à 1. With Sylvester, we call/?"'1'•"' > 1 a component of n. Let A(ri) = {p: p \ n\. For n > 1, define pdji) = min {p G A(ri)\ ; the other p G A(ri) may be numbered p2(ri), ■■• , pr <n)(«) in any convenient order. We may then represent n in any of the forms n = np.(»r(n) = n^(")A,(n)-1 = Up'1"" = ^/(,"B,-l »«i í=i p p where the range of p in the last two products is indifferently P or A(n).
Given/, write h = a + 1. Then <r(/) = erf/"1) = (ph -\)/(p -1) = IUd F¿p) where Fd(-) is the dth cyclotomic polynomial (see Nagell [1] ), and D = {d : d \ h A rf ?* 1}. If A, | A2, then <r(/,_I) | cri/'"1) (proof in [6, p. 23] ). Thus in using <r() and in studying opn's, it is more effective to deal with h and its prime divisors rather than with a. It will prove convenient to write its prime factorization as A = qxq2 ■ ■ ■ q" where q¡ ^ q2 ^ • • • ^ q,. By the y'th prime divisor of A we will mean q¡. (Thus if A = 45 = 3-3-5, then the 1st, 2nd, 3rd prime divisors of A are 3, 3, 5.) For A = h(p, n), we define s(p, n) and qfp, ri) like s and q¡.
We say n¡ h-divides n2, nY \h n2, if for all p, h(p, «j) | h(p, n2); nx q-divides n2, ny \ a n2, if for all p, s(p, n/) g s(p, n2) and q¡(p, nx) = q¡(p, n2) for 1 g j ^ s(p, «j). Clearly, nx \qn2 implies nt \k n2.
Lemma. Ifn¡ \Q n2, or ifn¡ \k n2, then n, \ n2 anda(n,) | a(n2). This result accounts for the usefulness of the concepts \h and |". The proof is easy. In the context of opn's, we define a prime power / > 1 to be ordinary if a = 0 mod 2 (i.e. A is odd); exceptional if p = 1 mod 4, and a = 1 mod 4 (i.e., A is singly even); inadmissible otherwise. 4. Opn-Trees. We will define such a T, called an opn-tree, with the following properties.
At each v G T, of level /, there will be defined a sequence /?, = (p" • • ■ , p,) of / restrictions (truth-valued functions) pk(n) on the variable n. Let N, = \n : pk(n) is true for all Pk G Rr\; let Í2" = JV, H Í2. Clearly Rx = 0, Nx = N, üx = Q. At some v, it might become known that Q" = {n\ where n is known to be an opn. We will call this v an opn-node. At some other v it may become known that Í2, = 0. In either case, v is a terminal node, and we do not branch from it. Otherwise, we will select, and branch on, some function /"("), known to be defined for all n G OE-, with "adequate" ra«ge C", i.e., such that /"(fi") Q C" ÇZ C. Thus, if we define the sons of v to be all vc for c G C, then at each vc we define /?,c = (pu ■ • • , pu p,+1) where pi+1(«) is '/"(«) = c'. Clearly, {ß,c : c G C} is a disjoint partitioning of Í2". Hence, every m G 0 (if any) lies on a unique path from X down T.
At v = X, we branch on pmi"(n), with C" = P -{2}. At every other v G 7" of level / > 0, we will branch (if at all) on q, ,(pt, n), i.e., on the y,th prime divisor of h(pi, ri), for suitable p¡, /¡ (both depending on v) and C". At each node v ?¿ X we define a set P, of /? which are admissible to be p = px. If / = 1, let P, = {/^l, where px = c^ If / > 1, let P, = \p ?¿ 2 : 6(/>, m) > a(/», w)}, i.e., the set ofp ^ 2 which are "over-generated" by cr(-). The proof of our next result may be found on p. 29 of [6] . Thus, qs(Pîm) + 1(p, ri) is defined for all n G OE", so that it is admissible to branch on it. There are two cases. If /? G i4" say/? = p¡, then .?(/?,, /n) = s¡ > 0. It is then admissible to branch on q.i+i(P" n), with C, = {<7G7>:</?i2A<7^ (7,.,).
The use of any of the above p as p¡ preserves, at all vc, the properties assumed at v. In particular, if c = 2, then v G -Eo and >>2 G jBi; otherwise, v and ¡>c both belong to E0 or both belong to Eu Thus the property m E EQ\J Ei at v is preserved at all vc.
Any well-defined global selection rule(s) (i.e., for all v G T) for p G /\ ^ 0 will define a particular tree. A set of such rules is given on p. 40 of [6] . In the 1036-tree, these rules always reduced (for I > 1) to p = max{p G (B, -B,-)); and always p G A,. Hence, the branching was always on qjjj, ri), so that always s{ = 1, /?, = /?,, hi = q,i (i = 1,2, • • • , r), r = I -1; but the more general case may be needed for the infinite tree.
Thus an opn-tree is defined. Its previously assumed properties hold, by induction on /. It is enumerable, in fact by various admissible sequences, in which the father v of any vc is processed before vc.
If n is any opn, it lies on a unique path from X, and will be recognized at the node v on this path which has level / = 1 + zZ'f-i s(p{, ri).
Contradiction-Nodes.
This tree can be pruned, during construction, by taking into consideration two conditions which can give contradictions to n G fi», thus showing that 0" = 0, so that we can make v a terminal node. These are discussed in the next two paragraphs. Although not used as such in [6] , the above m' is a lower bound for all n G fi»;
anda "better" bound is m" = min{«: (1) A (2) A («G £i)}, which is >m'\fm' G &• 8 . Truncated Execution. For computation, the opn-tree must be truncated to a finite tree. For simplicity, and because the chief computational effort was in factoring large F"(p), it was decided to truncate primarily by omitting all vq (truncation nodes) for which/?'"'-1 > u or > 21/2w, according as hq is odd, or even and > 2, for a chosen u. Any opn at such a node is > u2. To obtain the same bound at level 1, we used results of Norton [4] and derived (pp. 35-36 of [6] ) these lower bounds w(pmin(n)): w(3) = 103; w(5) = 1013; w(l) = 1041; vv(ll) = 1090; w(l3) = 10154; etc. We let X/? be truncation nodes as soon as w(p) > u2. Using u = 1018 and then u = 108, with max(/?min) = 5 in both cases, yielded the 1036-and 1016-trees. The number of nodes in the 103l,-tree could have been reduced somewhat, and the amount of computation reduced somewhat more, by using the m" mentioned earlier. This was not done, partly for simplicity, partly to obtain the statement / > u = 1018 in the Introduction, and partly not to limit the search for possible opn's unnecessarily soon. [6] . I am indebted to a referee for four minor corrections to the hand-computed m. Least-elementcontradictions are indicated by "3 < 5". Any branch-nodes not shown, of other than terminal nodes, are truncation nodes. The presentation of the 1036-tree [8] completes the demonstration of the assertions in the Introduction.
For/? = 7, 31, 331 there are 2, 2, 3 nodes vip'° having the same branching func-
